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Abstract 
Stein (1990) discovered (n - l)! lattice tilings of R” by translates of the notched n-cube which 
are inequivalent under translation. We show that there are no other inequivalent tilings of IF!” by 
translates of the notched cube. 
0. Introduction 
A notched cube of dimension n is obtained from a unit n-cube by deleting 
a rectangular box from one of its corners. To be precise, let R” be n-dimensional 
Euclidean space, let Z”={(x,,?c,,...,x,)~[W”: O<xiQl for each i=l,2,...,n} be the 
unit n-cube, and let u=(u1,u2, . . . ,a,) be a point in the interior of I”. Then the 
u-notched n-cube is the polytope, 
K={(x1x*, . ..) X,)EI”: O~Xi~Ui for some i}. 
The reader is warned that our notation is at variance with [l]: our Ui is Stein’s 
1 -Ui. Stein [l] showed that R” can be tiled by translates of the u-notched n-cube. 
Moreover, he explicitly exhibited (n - l)! inequivalent lattice tilings. He remarked 
that, for n= 1,2,3, there are precisely (n- l)! inequivalent tilings, and left open 
whether, for n>,4, there are additional tilings. Our purpose here is to show that in all 
dimensions there are no tilings other than those discovered by Stein. 
Theorem. For each n there are precisely (n- l)! inequivalent tilings of R” by translates 
of the a-notched n-cube. 
Thus, there are no tilings (up to equivalence) other than the tilings constructed by 
Stein, and therefore all tilings are lattice tilings. The Stein tilings will be described in 
Section 2. Conventions and basic definitions will be presented in Section 1, and the 
proof of the Theorem will make up Section 3. 
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1. Conventions and basic definitions 
We let n denote an integer such that n 2 2, and let [n] = { 1,2,3, . . . , n}. Points in R” 
will be denoted in bold-face. For example, if XE R”, then x = (xi, x2, . . . , x,); or if gie R”, 
then gi = (gii, gz, . . . , gin). We let 0 denote the vector (0, 0, . . . ,O). For a subset X E R”, 
we let Int(X) be the interior of X. We always let a denote a point in It-it(Y), and 
K denote the a-notched n-cube {x~l”: O<xi<ai for some ie[n]). 
A tiling of IX!” by translates of K (or, simply: tiling) is a set Y such that the 
following hold: 
(1) each TES is a translate of K (i.e. T= K +/I for some h~lR”); 
(2) if T,, GEY are distinct, then Int(q n %)=0 (or, equivalently, & nInt(T,)=@; 
(3) for each XER” there is TEF such that XET. 
The elements of Y will be referred to as tiles. Two tilings Yi and Y2 are equi- 
valent if there is some XE R” such that Y2 = {T+ x: TEF~}. Each tiling is equivalent 
to exactly one in which K is a tile. We will always let F denote a tiling in 
which K is a tile. 
We will let Sym(n) be the set of all permutations of [n], and we let Cyc(n) be the 
subset of Sym(n) consisting of all cyclic permutations. 
2. The Stein tilings 
All the tilings that Stein constructed are lattice tilings, and each is determined by 
a cyclic permutation of [n]. Let yECyc(n). For each ie[n], let g:EIw” be such that for 
each je[n] 
grj= 
: 
1 if j=i, 
Uj-1 if j=y(i), 
0 if j#li,r(i)}. 
Notice that the vectors g:,g:, . . . . gX form a basis for BY’; in fact, as Stein Cl] notes, the 
determinant of the nxn matrix whose ith row is g: is l-(l-u1)(l-u2)~~~(1-u,), 
which is also the volume of K. Let Ly be the lattice spanned by these vectors. Note that 
fz=g; +g; + ..f +g:ELy. Stein proved that 
F={K+x: xeLY} 
is a tiling. These are the Stein tilings. Obviously, each Stein tiling is a lattice tiling. 
Stein gave an indirect proof that distinct cycles in Cyc(n) determine distinct tilings. 
A simpler argument follows. Suppose y, G~Cyc(n) and Ly= L6. For i~[n] and suffi- 
ciently small .s>O, (E,E ,..., E,~+E,E ,..., s)EInt(K+gr)nInt(K+gf) (where the ith 
coordinate is 1 +E), so by condition (2) in the definition of tiling gr =gf, implying 
y(i)=d(i). 
Thus, there are (n- l)! distinct (and even inequivalent) Stein tilings. 
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3. The proof of the theorem 
We begin with a technical lemma which will be useful on several occasions. 
Lemma 1. Let r be the largest integer such that raEI”. Then I”sK u(K +a)u 
(K+2a)u ... u(K+ra). 
Proof. Consider XEZ”. Let m be the largest integer such that mai <xi for all i~[n]. 
Clearly, O<m<r and x-maeK. Thus, xEK+ma. q 
What makes Lemma 1 useful is that all of the tiles occurring in its statement are 
actually tiles of F. This is a consequence of the next lemma. 
Lemma 2. Let T be a translate of K. Then T is a ti[e of F ifl T+a is a tile of .F. 
Proof. Suppose that T is a tile of Y and, without loss of generality, let T= K. The 
point (I is on the boundary of K, so there must be some x#O such that UEK +xEF. 
We will show that x=a, so suppose x#u. Let beK be such that u=b+x. Then b#O 
since x#u. Therefore bj>O for some je[n]. Let c be such that for a sufficiently 
small 6 > 0, 
bi if i#j, 
ci= i bi_E if i=j. 
Then CEK, and c+x=u+(c-b)EInt(K), so that c+xE(K+x)nInt(K). Hence, 
(K + x) n Int( K) # 8, implying x = 0, which is a contradiction. 
Conversely, suppose that T+u is a tile of F and, without loss of generality, let 
T+ a= K. We will show that T= K --a is also a tile. The point 0 is on the boundary of 
K, so there must be some tile K-b # K of F such that OE K - b. Thus, 0 # bE K. Let 
c be such that for a sufficiently small E > 0, Ci = max(ai, bi) + E for each ie [n]. One easily 
checks that c-u,c-b~Int(K). Therefore, cEInt(K+u)nInt(K +b)#& and thus also 
Int( K - b+u)n Int( K) #@. Since K-b is a tile of F-, by the first part of this proof 
K-b+u is a tile. Hence b=u, and so K-u is a tile. 0 
Let F be a tiling. If T is a tile of F and T= K + x, then let T * = K -x. Let 
F * = {T*: TEF }. It will be proved in the next lemma that Y* is also a tiling, which 
can be regarded as the tiling dual to 5. Since the Stein tilings are lattice tilings, it is 
immediate that (Yy)* = Yy. 
Lemma 3. If Y is a tiling, then so is F-*. 
Proof. Condition (1) in the definition of tiling is trivial. 
We will prove condition (2) in the definition of tiling. Consider arbitrary tiles K +x 
and K + y of 5 *, and suppose uGInt(K+x)nInt(K+y). Then K-y and K-x are 
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tiles of Y-, and u-x-yeInt(K-y)nInt(K--x). Hence, K-y=K-x, so that 
K+x=K+y. 
We now prove condition (3). Consider arbitrary XER”, and let y be such that 
--x+(1,1, . ..) ~)EK+~EF-. Then -x-~GK-(l,l, . . . . 1)&I”--(l,l,..., l)= -I”, so 
that x +YEI”. Using Lemma 1, let m be an integer such that x+y~K+ ma. 
Then x~K+ma-y=(K-ma+y)*. By Lemma 2, K-ma+y~F-, so that 
(K-ma+y)*~F*. 0 
Lemma 4. Let s~[n--1] be such that far each iE[S- 11, 7i’= 
K+(a,,a2 ,...) ai_l,ai-l,O,O ,..., 0,l) is a tile in F-. Then there is r such that sdr <n 
and K+(a,,a, ,..., a,_l,O, . . . . O,a,-1,O ,..., 0,l) is a tile of F. 
Remark. In the case that s= 1, the hypothesis is vacuously satisfied and the con- 
clusion is that K+(O,O ,..., a,-l,O,O ,..., 1) is a tile of Y for some rE[n - 11. 
By permuting coordinates, we see that this case of the lemma implies that for each 
ie [n] there is r # i such that K + g is a tile of Y-, where 
r 
1 if m=i 
gm= a,-1 ifm=r 
0 if m #i, J 
ProofofLemma4. Letb=(al,az ,..., a,_l,O,O ,..., 0,l). Then for all sufficiently small 
&>O,~+(E,E ,..., E)$K, T, ,..., T,_ 1. Therefore, there is t such that K + t is a tile which 
is distinct from K, TI, . . . , T,_, and for all sufficiently small &>0,6+(&, E, . . . . E)EK+ t. 
Hence, also beK + t. Clearly, 
Ui-1 <tidUi for i<s; 
-l<ti~O for sdi<n; 
o<t,<1. 
But, in fact, t,= 1, as otherwise for sufficiently small E >O, b+(~, E, . .., E, --E)E 
Int( K) n Int( K + t). Also, ti = ai for i < s. For, if not, then consider some i for which 
1 ,< i < s and ti <ai. Then for sufficiently small E > 0 
(al+&&+& . . . . ai_li-&,Ui-EE,Ui+l+E ,..., a,_~+&,&,& ,.._, &,l+&) 
EInt(K+t)nInt(T), 
a contradiction. 
Next, we show that there is an integer m such that s < m < n and t, <a,,, - 1. Suppose 
not; i.e., suppose that for all m if s<m <n, then t,>a,-- 1. Then for sufficiently 
small E>O, 
(~Q+E,u,+E, . . . . CI_~+E, 1 +c)EInt(K+t)nInt(K+a). 
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By Lemma 2, t, = a,, which is a contradiction since a, < 1 = t,. For notational simpli- 
city, and without loss of generality, let us assume that t,<a,-- 1, and let z= K + t. 
Our object is to show that t=(a,, u2, . . . . a,_ 1, a,- l,O,O, . . . . 0,l). Suppose, to the 
contrary, that this is not so; that is, either t,<a,- 1 or ti <O where s<i<n. 
Let y=t+(O,O, . . . . O,l,l,..., 1,O); that is,y=(a,,uz ,..., u,_,,t,+l,..., t,_l+l,l). 
Let &R” be such that di=l if Idits, or if i=s and t,<u,-I, or if s<i<n and 
ti <O, or if i= n; di = - 1 otherwise. Then for all sufficiently small E>O, 
y+NK, r,, G, . . . . T,. Therefore, there is u such that K + II is a tile which is distinct 
from K,T,,T, ,..., x and for all sufficiently small e> 0, y+&dEK +u. Hence, also 
ycK + II. Clearly, 
a,-1 <ui<uj for i<s; a,- 1 ,<u,<u,; 
ObUi<l for s<i<n; O<U”<l. 
But, in fact, u, = 1, as otherwise for sufficiently small E > 0, (a1 + E, a, + E, . . ., a,_ 1 + E, 
Us-&, l-E, . ..) l-~)~Int(K)nInt(Z”+u). By Lemma 1, Int(K)n(K+u+ma)#@ for 
some integer m>O. By Lemma 2, K + u+ma is a tile of I, so U= -ma. However, 
u,,>O and -ma, ~0, so we have a contradiction. 
Also, ui = Ui for i <s. For, if not, then consider some i for which 1 < i < s and Ui < Ui. 
Then for sufficiently small E > 0, 
(a, i-q . . . . Ui_1+&,Ui-&,Ui+1+& ,..., a,_l+E,a,-E,l-& ,..., l-&,1+&) 
EInt(K+u)nInt(z), 
a contradiction. 
We will finish the proof by showing that t =u, thereby contradicting that K + u # T. 
It is easily checked that u~l”+t, so t+(l,l,...,l)~Z”+u, and then by Lemma 1, 
t+(l, 1, . . . . ~)EK +u+ma for some integer m. Now consider arbitrary x that is 
sufficiently close to (1, 1, . . . , 1). Let h be the largest integer such that kai<xi for all 
iE[n]. Clearly, ha 1 and h=r-1 or h=r (where r is from Lemma 1). Then x-haEK 
so that xEK+ha. Hence, (l,l, . . . . l)EInt((K+(r-l)a)u(K+ra)), so that 
t+(l, 1, . . . . 1)~ Int((K+t+(r-l)a)u(K+t+ra)). Clearly then, for h=r-1 or h=r, 
(K+u+ma)nInt(K+t+ha)#(d. Since, by Lemma 2, both K+t+ha and K+u+ma 
are tiles of I, it follows that tf ha=u +ma. But t”=u,,= 1 and u,>O, so that h=m 
and t=u. 0 
Lemma 4 has a dual version. 
Lemma 5. Let sE[n-1] be such that for each iE[s-11, T=K+(O,O,...,O,l,ai+l, 
ai+2, . . ..~._,,a,-1) is a tile of r. Then there is r such that s<r<n and K+(O,O, 
. . . . O,asras+l ,..., u,_l,l,u,+l ,..., a,_,,~,-1) is a tile of F-. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 4 to the tiles TF + a of 9 *, using Lemma 3 to guarantee that 
Y * is a tiling and Lemma 2 to guarantee that each TF + a is a tile of 9 *. 0 
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Considered as a polytope, K has 3n faces, which are of three types. We now give 
names to these faces. Let i~[n]. 
(1) The ith small face of K is the set {x~K: Xi=ai and xj3Uj for all je[n]}. 
(2) The ith notched face of K is the set {xeK: Xi= l}. 
(3 The ith big face of K is the set {xEK: Xi=O). 
These definitions of faces extended naturally to translates of K. If F is a face of K of 
a certain type, then F +r is a face of K +x of the same type. 
Suppose r1 and G are distinct tiles of Y and F is a face of T, . We will say that T, is 
adjacent to TI at F if there is some _xeT, which is in F but is in no other face of TI. If 
T2 is adjacent to T, at some face, then T, is adjacent to T,. Adjacency is a symmetric 
relation; that is, if T2 is adjacent to TI at F,, then there is a face F, of T2 such that TI is 
adjacent to T, at F2. Thus, with this definition of adjacency, Y can be considered to be 
a graph. 
The next lemma is quite clear. Even much more general statements are true; 
however, this is all that will be needed. 
Lemma 6. Each Yy is a connected graph. 
Next we will analyze adjacency in the Stein tilings. That is, for each face F of K, we 
will determine which tiles of YY are adjacent to K at F. For F a small face, the result is 
quite general and follows easily from Lemma 2. 
Corollary 7. Let T, , G be tiles of F and let F be a small face of TI . Then T, is adjacent 
to T, at F ifs T,=T,+a. 
Consider the Stein tiling 5P, and let F be a small face of K. By Corollary 7, K + u is 
the only tile adjacent to K at F. To consider the other two types of faces, fix some 
i~[n]. For each jE[n- 11, let 
The vectors hrj, which of course are in Ly, can be described explicitly. For each me[n], 
c 1 if m = i; 
if m=y’(i), where l<r<j; 
a,- 1 if m=yj(i); 
10 if m = y’( i), where j < r < n. 
Lemma 8. Consider the Stein tiling YY, and let ie[n]. 
(1) Suppose F is the i-th notched face of K. Then there are n - 1 tiles adjacent to K at 
F, namely K+hrj for jE[n- 11. 
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(2) Suppose F is the i-th big face of K. Then there are n tiles adjacent to K at F, 
namely K-a and K-hrjfor jc[n-11. 
Proof. (1) Let F be the ith notched face of K. To see that K +hIj is adjacent to K at F, 
consider sufficiently small s>O, and then let XER” be such that 
x,,,= max(s, h:j,). 
Clearly, XEK +ht and XGF but x is in no other face of K. 
Conversely, suppose K +u is adjacent to K at F, and let XEK +u be such that XEF 
but x is no other face of K. Then Xi= 1 and x, <a, for some m~[n]. Let j be such that 
y j(i)=m. Then XEK +hrj. Moreover, without loss of generality, we can assume that 
xEInt(Ku(K+hrj)),so that(K+u)nInt(K+hrj)#@so thateitheru=Oor~=h:~.As 
u ~0, we conclude that u=ht. 
The proof of (2) is similar. I7 
Suppose T is a tile of 5, F is a face of T and Y&yc(n). We will say that T locally 
resembles Yy at F if for every tile T+x which is adjacent to T at F, 
In the light of Lemma 8, there is an alternate characterization of local resemblance 
at notched faces and big faces. If F is the ith notched face of T, then Tlocally resembles 
9’ at F iff T+hc is a tile of Y for each jE[n - 11. If F is the ith big face of T, then 
T locally resembles 9” at F iff T---h; is a tile of Y for each jE[n- I]. 
In case F is a small face of T, Lemma 2 implies that local resemblance is quite trivial: 
for each y&yc(n), T locally resembles Yy at F. Thus, the following lemma is 
interesting only when F is either a notched face or a big face. 
Lemma 9. Suppose T is a tile of Y and F is a face of T. Then there is yECyc(n) such 
that T locally resembles Spy at F. 
Proof. As mentioned previously, for F, a small face, the result follows immediately 
from Lemma 2. In fact, if F is a small face and yECyc(n) is arbitrary, then T locally 
resembles Yy at F. 
Next, we suppose that F is a notched face, and without loss of generality, we can 
assume T= K and that F is the nth notched face. Applying Lemma 4, n - 1 times, 
possibly permuting coordinates if needed, we obtain a permutation nESym(n - 1) such 
that for each jE[n - 11 K + hj is a tile of 5 where 
r a, if m=x(r), where 1 <r<j; 
a,--1 
hi, = 
if m=rc( j); 
0 if m = n(r), where j < r < n; 
I1 if m=n. 
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Let y~Cyc(n) be such that y’(n)=rc(r) for r~[n-I]. Then, clearly, hj=R:j and each 
K + h, is adjacent to K at F. Thus, by Lemma 8(l), K locally resembles Yy at F. 
Finally, we suppose that F is a big face, and without loss of generality, we can 
assume that T=K +a and that F is the nth big face. Applying Lemma 5, n- 1 times, 
possibly permuting coordinates if needed, we obtain a permutation rr&ym(n-- 1) such 
that for each j~[n - l] K + hj is a tile of Y where 
r 
0 if m=rc(r), where 1 <r<j; 
1 if m=rc(j); 
hj, = 
a, if m = x(r), where j < r  n; 
a,-1 if m=n. 
Let y~Cyc(n) be such that y’(n)=x(r) for r.s[n- 11. Then, clearly, ~j==-_~j, and 
each K +hj is adjacent to K +a at F. Thus by Lemma S(2), K +a locally 
resembles Yy at F. q 
Lemma 9 does not preclude the possibility that for distinct faces F and G of 
T (neither of which is small) there are distinct cycles y, 6ECyc(n) such that T locally 
resembles Yy at F and Yd at G. We will show in Lemma 11 that this is impossible. 
First we need a combinatorial lemma. 
Lemma 10. For each iE[n] let niESym(n) be such that Xi(l)= i. Suppose that whenever 
i, j,kE[n] and i#j, then either njl(i)>z,T1(k) or ~~r’(j)>ni-‘(k). Then there is 
y~Cyc(n) such that 
ni(k)=rk-‘(i) 
for each i, kE[n]. 
Proof. Let niESym(n) for iE[n] satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma. We will make use 
of the following immediate consequence of these hypotheses. 
If a,b,cE[n] are distinct and rr;‘(b)<r~;~(c), then n;‘(c)<~;~(a). (*) 
Now let yKyc(n) be the cycle (1,rcl(2),zl(3), . . ..nl(n)). that is, yk-‘(l)=rrl(k) for 
each kG[n]. To prove the lemma, we will prove by induction on mE[n) the following: if 
nl(m)=i, then q(k)=yk-‘(i) for all kE[n]. 
The basis step in which m= 1 is true by definition. We proceed with the inductive 
step. Suppose mE[n-11, zl(m)=i, rcl(m+l)=j, and ni(k)=yk-‘(i) for all kE[n]. 
Thus, j=y(i). We will prove that nj(k)=rk-‘(j) for all kE[n]. 
Trivially, Zj( 1) =j = y”( j), SO that nj( 1) = Zi(2). 
We next show that nj(n)=y”-‘( j). Observe that y”-‘( j)=y-‘( j)=i, SO it suffices 
to show nj(n)=i. Notice that ni(2)=y(i)=j, so for all kE[n], if k${i, j>, then 
rc; ‘( j)<x; l(k). Therefore, it follows that 7cj ‘(i)>x,Tl(k) for all kE[n], so that 
x,: l(i) = n. Thus, nj(n) = i = ni( 1). 
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It remains to prove that Xj(k)=yk-‘( j) whenever l< k<n. Since 
yk-‘( j)=Yk-‘(y(i))=yk(i)=~i(k+l), it suffices to prove that 71j(k)=71i(k+l) 
whenever 1 <k < n. Thus, since nj(l)= 7ci(2), it suffices to prove the following: if 
2 <n; l(r) -C n; l(s), then n,: l(r) <xi l(s). 
We will prove this statement by applying (*) four times. So assume 
2 <7c~‘(r)<7q’(s). (1) 
Therefore, i, j, r, s are distinct, and we have 
71,T1(r)<71j1(i)=n. (2) 
Applying ( * ) to (1) yields 
rq’(s)<7ql(i), (3) 
and applying ( *) to (2) yields 
Frorn~)‘E~~~Z~et 
(4) 
Ci(s)<C1(j), (5) 
to which we apply (*) twice in succession to obtain that x,:‘(r)<~,:~(s). 0 
Lemma 11. Suppose T is a tile of r-, and F and G are faces of T neither of which is 
small. Suppose ~,G~Syrn(n) are such that T locally resembles Yy at F and T locally 
resembles 9” at G. Then y=6. 
Proof. This proof has three cases, depending on the types of faces of F and G. 
Case 1: F and G are both notched faces. For each is[n] let 6 be the ith notched 
face, and by Lemma 9 let yi&yc(n) be such that T locally resembles Yyi at 4. We will 
prove that all the yi are the same. 
Let xiESym(n) be such that for each kc[n], 
Zi(k)=$-l(i). 
To obtain a contradiction, assume that not all the yi are the same. Then by Lemma 10 
there are i, j, kE[n] such that i #j and 
z,~‘(i)<nj’(k) 
and 
7t-‘(j)<.i-‘(k). 
Let r=z;‘(k)-1 and s=n,:‘(k)-1, so that r,se[n-11. Let u=hr; and u=hX. 
Following Lemma 8(l), T+u is a tile of Y which is adjacent to Tat 6, and T+u is 
a tile of Y which is adjacent to Tat Fj. 
It is easy to verify that the following hold. 
Ui= 1 and vi=ai; uj=aj and Vj=l; uk=Vk=ak-I. 
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Therefore, for each m~[n], lu,--u,( < 1 and luL-ukl =O. It follows that there are 
b, cEInt( K) such that II + b = u + c. Therefore, Int( K + U) n Int (K + u) # 8, so that also 
Int(T+u)nInt(T+u)#O. But T+u and T+u are both tiles ofY_; hence, U=U, which is 
clearly a contradiction. This completes Case 1. 
Case 2: F and G are both big faces. For each iE[n] let Fi be the ith big face, and let 
~~~Cyc(n) be such that T locally resembles YY1 at Fi. We will prove that all the yi are 
the same. 
Let 7tiESym(n) be such that for each k~[n], 
To obtain a contradiction, assume that not all the yi are the same. Then by Lemma 10 
there are i, j, kE[n] such that i#j and 
rcji(i)<x,:i(k) 
and 
As in Case 1, let r=n;‘(k)- 1, s=n,r’(k)- 1, ~=hiY;, and u=“J;. Following Lemma 
S(2), T-u is a tile in Y which is adjacent to Tat Fi, and T-u is a tile in Y which is 
adjacent to Tat Fj. 
Let 6, c be as in Case 1; thus, b, cgInt(K) and u +b = u+c. Therefore, 
c-u=b-uEInt(K---)nInt(K-u)#@, so that also Int(T-rr)nInt(T-u)#@ But 
T-u and T- u are both tiles of Y; hence, u = u, which is clearly a contradiction. This 
completes Case 2. 
Case 3: F is a notched face and G is a big face. Let y, G~Cyc(n) be such that Tlocally 
resembles Yy at F, and T locally resembles Y’ at G. We wish to show that y =S. 
Suppose,tothecontrary,thati~[n]andy(i)#6(i).Letj=y(i)andt=6-’(j),andlet 
kc[n] be such that S“( j ) = i. Clearly, i, j, t are distinct and k #II, n - 1. Let u = #‘i and 
u = h$. By Lemmas 8 (1) and 9 and by Case 1 of this proof, T+ u is a tile of Y. By 
Lemmas 8(2) and 9 and by Case 2 of this proof, T-u is a tile of 9. 
It is easy to verify that the following hold. 
Ui= 1; Ui=Ui- 1; 
Uj=Uj- 1; vj= 1; 
u,=O if r#i, j; v,=o. 
Let ~=(E,E, . . . . E) for sufficiently small E > 0, and let c = u + u + 6. Then, C,E{E, a, + E} 
for each =Cnl, and c, = E. Clearly, b, cEInt (K). Therefore, b+u= 
c-uEInt(K+u)nInt(K-u)#@, so that also Int(T+u)nInt(T-u)#@ But T+uand 
T-U are both tiles of Y-; hence, u= -u, which is clearly a contradiction. This 
completes Case 3. q 
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We will say that a tile T of Y locally resembles Yy if for all faces F of T, T locally 
resembles YY at F. Lemma 11 implies that for each tile T there is a unique y~Cyc(n) 
such that T locally resembles 9”. 
The following proposition whose straightforward proof we leave to the reader will 
be useful in the proof of the lemma following it. 
Proposition 12. If i, rE[n] and j, k, SE [n - 1] ure such that j= k + s and r = rk( i), then 
h;=gk+$. 
Lemma 13. Suppose that T,, G are adjacent tiles of Y and that & locally resembles 
Yy. Then T2 locally resembles Yy. 
Proof. Let F be a face of T, at which T, is adjacent to T,. If F is a small face, then 
T2 = TI +a by Corollary 7. Again by Corollary 7, T is adjacent to T, iff T- I( is 
adjacent to T,. Thus T, and the tiles adjacent to it are obtained from T, and the tiles 
adjacent to it by translation by u. Consequently, then T2 locally resembles Yy. 
Now suppose F is the ith notched face to TI . By Lemmas 8(l) and 9, T2 = TI +hyj for 
some jE[n - 1). Thus, TI = T, --/I:~, so TI is adjacent to T, at the ith big face of T2. Let 
G be the ith big face of T,. It is clear, by Lemma 11, that it suffices to show that 
T2 locally resembles YY at G. This will be accomplished by showing that for each 
k~[n-1],T,-~hiY,isatileof~.Ifk=j,thenT,-h~k=T,~~.Ifk#~,thenwewillshow 
that G -hTk is adjacent to T,. First suppose k<j, and let s=j-k and r=yk(i). By 
Proposition 12, T2 -hg = TI +hZ-hrk = TI +I&, which is adjacent to T,. Next, sup- 
pose k>j, and let s= k-j and r=y j(i). Again by Proposition 12, G-hg= TI 
+ hrj - /I:~ = TI - /I:~, which is also adjacent to TI. 
Finally, if F is the ith big face of TI, then T, is adjacent to G at the ith notched face, 
so the previous paragraph (with the roles of TI and T, interchanged) yields that 
T2 locally resembles Yy. 0 
We can now complete the proof of the Theorem. Let Y be a tiling. (Recall that K is 
a tile of Y.) Let y~Cyc(n) be such that K locally resembles Yy. Now let TO ~9 consist 
of all those tiles T of Y such that TEY~ and T locally resembles Yy. Clearly 
KEYS ~9’~. If TEY,,, then all tiles in Y adjacent to Tare also in Yy, and by Lemma 
13 each of them locally resembles Yy. Since Yy is connected (Lemma 6) it follows that 
YO=Y’, so that YO=S. Therefore Y=Yyy. 
This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
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